INTRODUCTION
A resurgenceof interest in hypersonicshas emerged,which is driven by advancednew applications suchas high-speedcivil transport aircraft, supersoniccombustionramjets and transatmosphericvehicles.Thesenewapplicationsbring into prominencesomecritical items that have limited the effectivenessof computational fluid dynamics codesusedas tools for hypersonicsystemdesign. Chief among theseis compressibleturbulence modeling. Several turbulence modelsof varying degreesof complexity havebeendevelopedthat rangefrom the simplest algebraic or zero-equationmodel to the full Reynoldsstressclosure. Most of these models are simple extensionsof their incompressiblecounterparts, where compressibility effects are incorporated into the models through changesin the mean density. However, many studies have shown that this type of model is unable to reproducesomefeaturesof flows that depend on compressibility,such as the reduction in the spreading rate of the compressiblemixing layer as the Math number increases.Thus, a better understandingof the effects of compressibility on flow turbulence is neededto improve current turbulence models.
Recently, direct numerical simulation (DNS) of compressible,homogeneousturbulent shearflow by Blaisdell (1990) hasshownthat the growth of turbulent kinetic energydecreases as the Mach number increases. The reduction is due to two compressibility terms: the dilatational dissipation and pressure-dilatationcorrelation, which explicitly appear in the turbulent kinetic energy and meantemperature equations. Zeman (1990 Zeman ( , 1991 and Sarkar (1991 Sarkar ( , 1992 have modeled the additional terms; the inclusion of the two terms in twoequation turbulence models leads to a significant improvement in predicting the reduction in spreading rate with increasingMach number.
In this paper, an assessment of Reynoldsstress models in predicting compressiblehomogeneousshearflow is conductedwith the DNS of Blaisdell (1990) . Three pressure-strain correlation models, which are variable-densityextensionsof their incompressiblecounterparts, are considered.Thesemodelsare either linear, quadratic, or cubic in the anisotropy stresstensor. The dilatational dissipation and pressure-dilatationcorrelation, which are the only explicit compressibility terms, are inserted into the Reynoldsstressclosure.Particular attention will be paid to the ability of each turbulencemodel to predict equilibrium states accurately. (vii -) and are assumed to be only functions of the anisotropy b and the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the mean velocity gradient
The high Reynolds number forms of these models are
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where 7_ = --rklSkt is the turbulence production and 
Cs _s the increasein the anisotropy of normal stressesand the reduction in the shear stress is partly due to the useof the incompressiblepressure-straincorrelation models. As shown by Blaisdell and Sarkar (1993) , the contribution of the compressibility to the pressure-strain correlation is large and must be taken into account. Another deficiency of the turbulence models consideredin this study lies in the use of the incompressibleform of the dissipation equation to obtain the solenoidal part of the dissipation rate. The results presentedin tables I and II show clearly that (T'/es)_ois erroneously predicted to be sensitiveto the compressibility effects. When an equilibrium state is achieved,Eq. (18) gives The value of (T'/e_)_ can be determined from Eq. (17) as
The combination of Eqs. (21) and (22) 
